Comparison of dissimilarity patterns of E coli, yeast and mammalian tRNAs.
A number of experimental approaches have been developed for identification of recognition (identity) sites in tRNAs. Along with them a theoretical methodology has been proposed by McClain et al that is based on concomitant analysis of all tRNA sequences from a given species. This approach allows an evaluation of nucleotide combinations present in isoacceptor tRNAs specific for the given amino acid, and not present in equivalent positions in cloverleaf structure in other tRNAs of the same organism. These elements predicted from computer analysis of the databank could be tested experimentally for their participation in forming recognition sites. The correlation between theoretical predictions and experimental data appeared promising. The aim of the present work consisted of introducing further improvements into McClain's procedure by: i), introducing into analysis a variable region in tRNAs which had not been previously considered; to accomplish this, 'normalization' of variable nucleotides was suggested, based on primary and tertiary structures of tRNAs; ii), developing a new procedure for comparison of patterns for synonymous and non-synonymous tRNAs from different organisms; iii), analysis of 3- and 4-positional contacts between tRNAs and enzymes in addition to a formerly used 2-positional model. A systematic application of McClain's procedure to mammalian, yeast and E coli tRNAs led to the following results: i), imitancy patterns for non-synonymous tRNAs of any amino acid specificity and from any organisms analysed so far overlap by no more than 30%, providing a structural basis for discrimination with high fidelity between cognate and non-cognate tRNAs; ii), the predicted identity sites are non-randomly distributed within tRNA molecules; the dominant role is ascribed to only two regions--anticodon and amino acid stem which are located far apart from one another at extremes of all tRNA molecules; iii), the imitancy patterns for synonymous tRNAs in lower (yeast) and higher (mammalian) eukaryotes are similar but not identical; iv), distribution of predicted identity sites in the cloverleaf structure in prokaryotes and eukaryotes is essentially different: in eubacterial tRNAs the major role in recognition plays anticodon and/or amino acid acceptor stem, whereas in eukaryotic (both unicellular and multicellular) tRNAs the remaining part of the molecules is also involved in recognition; v), the imitancy patterns of synonymous tRNAs from prokaryotes and eukaryotes are dissimilar, this observation leads to the prediction that the tRNA identity sites for the same amino acid in prokaryotes and eukaryotes may differ.